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12 January 2010  
 
 
Frank McAveety MSP 
Convener of the Public Petitions Committee 
Scottish Parliament 
Edinburgh 
EH99 1SP 
 
 
 
 
 
Re: PE 1302-Railway Noise and Vibration, Larbert  
 
 
I would like to bring to the Committee’s attention my ongoing involvement in 
trying to address the problems of noise and vibration being caused by heavy 
coal trains passing through the Larbert rail section within my constituency. 
You will be aware that I have already held a Member’s Debate on this issue, 
which took place on 11th June 2009. 
 
I believe that it is important to recognise that the community of Larbert is long 
used to many of the issues which arise from living in close proximity to a 
major railway line. However, the extensive problems with noise and vibration 
within this particular area have only arisen due to heavy coal trains serving 
Longannet which have been switched from the Forth Rail Bridge to the 
Stirling- Alloa- Kincardine line, and there by passing through Larbert. I should 
also stress that many of my constituents recognise the need for Scottish 
Power to be effectively served on a 24 hour basis, given the importance that 
Longannet has in supplying energy. 
 
Given the number of complaints within the Larbert area, Falkirk Council’s 
Environmental Health Department undertook vibration and noise monitoring in 
properties along the line, to identify the primary source of the noise and 
vibration. The results of this monitoring confirmed that the problem was largely 
associated with two coal train operators, DB Schenker and Freightliner, 
although DB Schenker was the main source of the problem. 
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It was also clear from the study that level of vibration being caused by DB 
Schenker trains compared to that of Freightliner trains was almost double, 
despite the fact that they were both carrying similar load types and weight. 
 
On investigating this further, it became apparent that the bogie types which 
are being used by both DB Schenker and Freightliner are different. The bogie 
being used by DB Schenker has a very limited suspension system compared 
to that of the bogie type being used by Freightliner. I understand that the rail 
industry considers that the type of bogie which is being used by Freightliner to 
be “track friendly”, whereas the DB Schenker is recognised as causing a 
greater degree of vibration. 
 
It is also worth noting that the bogie type which is presently being used by DB 
Schenker was not permitted for use on the UK rail network prior to 1996, 
when the regulations were altered by Railtrack.  
 
The TF 25 bogie which is being used by Freightliner was specifically designed 
back in the late 1990s to comply with the mandatory UK regulations for the 
railways in order to cause less noise and vibration, and was extensively tested 
in the UK, France and Germany where experience shows that it to be 
considered more track friendly. I should add that I understand the NACO 
swing motion bogie that is presently being used by DB Schenker is also 
prohibited for use in other mainland European countries due to the problems 
associated with noise and vibration. 
 
I have had extensive contact with Scottish Power and Network Rail to ask that 
they consider requesting that DB Schenker switch to the TF25 bogies as are 
presently being used by Freightline. In doing so I believe that this would 
significantly address the problem in the Larbert area without the need for any 
further action being required to the Larbert line. I am of the view that Scottish 
Power in particular has a responsibility in this regard, given that it presently 
has the contractual arrangements with DB Schenker for the supply of some of 
its coal.  
 
Scottish Power is a company that is keen to highlight its social and corporate 
responsibility. I have little doubt that had Scottish Power been causing 
problems with noise and vibration in the Longannet area, the company would 
be in a position to take action to address the matter for the local community. I 
am therefore of the view that by extension through the contract which Scottish 
Power has with Clydeport they should ask that there is a change in bogie type 
used for the carriage of this coal to one which is more track friendly. 
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I have enclosed a short briefing note which I had prepared for my constituents 
and which has also been passed to Scottish Power. It provides some useful 
background into the technical details around the different bogie types to which 
I refer in this letter. 
 
I would be grateful if the Committee could give consideration to approaching 
Scottish Power on this matter with a view to requesting that the bogie type 
used by DB Schenker is changed to one which is more track friendly, similar 
to the one which is being used by Freightliner. 
 
Finally, it may be that this is a matter for the UK Transport Minister to 
consider, as it would appear that the change in regulations on our railways in 
1996 has resulted in bogie types being used which are less track friendly and 
consequently more troublesome to those who live in close proximity to the 
railway network. 
 
I am more than happy to respond to any requests for further information that 
the Committee may find useful and would be more than willing to appear 
before it at a point when it felt appropriate. 
 
 
I hope this is helpful. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Michael Matheson MSP 
 
Encl. 
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HEAVY RAIL FREIGHT NOISE 
 
A Comparison of the DB Schenker and Freightliner Coal Wagons. 
 
Executive Summary 
 
EWS and Freightliner both formed out of privatisation of British Rail in 1996. 
 
Both entered the lucrative UK coal market but with different technical & commercial 
philosophies. 
 
EWS elected to import American technology, with which they were familiar, to produce a very 
efficient wagon albeit that it contravened British regulations current at that time. 
 
The EWS technology was old and was not track (or neighbour) friendly but economically 
efficient. 
 
Freightliner chose British technology which was new but not entirely untried.  As the design 
met all the regulations it was not quite as efficient as the EWS wagon but is officially 
recognised as track friendly. 
 
Narrative 
 
In order to explain the technical differences in the two wagons it will be necessary to briefly 
explore some of the political influences operating at the time. 
 
In the mid 1990’s the Major government finally put BR up for privatisation and as part of the 
exercise broke up the freight division into a number stand alone competing businesses which 
were expected to be bought by their respective managers. 
 
Unexpectedly an American ‘consortium’ lead by Wisconsin Rail made a successful offer for all 
three heavy haul freight companies and started trading as English, Welsh & Scottish Railway 
(EWS) under the leadership of CEO Ed Burkhart who also ran the US holding company & rail 
haulier, Wisconsin Rail (WR). 
 
Wisconsin Rail ran a small but successful mid-Western freight only railway which owned the 
infrastructure as well as the rolling stock.  Based on this model the Board of WR believed they 
could export their expertise to the UK.  WR’s bid included a commitment to renew EWS’s 
locomotive & rolling stock fleets based on tried & tested American technology as supplied by 
other members of the ‘consortium’. 
 
The unofficial ‘consortium’ consisted of four American companies of whom Wisconsin Rail 
would purchase & run EWS.  General Motors EMD Division would supply the 100+ Class 66 
locomotives needed.  Thrall Car would supply, from a UK factory, the 5000 freight cars 
deemed necessary including several hundred coal wagons. (See Photo1).  Finally NACO Inc 
would supply, through it’s British subsidiary, the American pattern suspensions known as 
trucks (USA English) or bogies (UK English). This latter component is where the problem lies.   
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Note 1:  Towards the end of the wagon supply contract Thrall’s American parent filed for 
bankruptcy and the UK subsidiary followed shortly.  Naco went into administration around 
2003 and it’s intellectual property was purchased by PD Rail. 
   
The American Naco Swing Motion bogies (See Photo 2) were of a type originally developed 
in the 1930’s in the USA and are now in widespread use throughout the world.  Generically 
they are known as three piece bogies due to the configuration of their structural frame which 
is of ‘H’ formation consisting of two longitudinal sideframes sitting directly on the wheelsets 
and joined together by a cross-member known as a bolster sitting on friction damped, steel 
coiled springs located at the mid point of each sideframe. 
 
These bogies provide a tried & tested, robust and simple suspension but have major 
drawbacks.  Firstly they have a high ‘unsprung mass’ that is the weight of the components 
sitting directly on the rails without the intervention of a suspension.  This consists of two steel 
wheelsets (nominally 1tonne each) and two cast steel sideframes, each approximately ¾ 
tonne each, thus creating 3 ½ tonnes of unsprung, undamped mass at each end of the 
wagon, a wagon weighing 100 tonnes fully laden (often referred to as 25 tonnes axleload).  
This is a major contributor to groundborne vibrations or noise.  This is characterised by 
shaking of the house when a train passes.  
 
This is exacerbated by the short bogie wheelbase of the Naco bogie, that is, the distance 
between the axle centres on the same bogie.  For 25 tonne axleload bogies British Rail, in the 
early 1960’s, set the mandatory bogie wheelbase at 2m (6’-6¾’’) whereas the Naco bogie has 
a bogie wheelbase of 1.78m (5’-10’’).  This has the effect of further concentrating the loading 
on the rail and adding the groundborne vibrations.  The problems above are heightened by 
the use of short travel coil suspension linked to non-linear friction damping. 
 
The third problem is, that during curving instead of the axles adopting a radial position relative 
to the curve, due to frictional drag between the outer wheel flanges and the rail the wheelsets 
misalign causing more drag & hence creates flange squeal and is a cause of airborne noise.  
For these and other reasons three piece bogies were banned on any new wagon builds as 
long ago as 1970 by BR and most other European railways.  It was never made clear why 
Railtrack, the technical acceptance body as well as the owner of the infrastructure, was 
prepared to accept bogies for use on their tracks that contravened most of the mandatory 
regulations in force at the time. 
 
Freightliner, formed by it’s management with the privatisation of BR in1996 originally 
specialised in hauling deep sea containers to inland distribution centres.  In 2000 Freightliner 
Heavy Haul division commenced the purchase of a fleet of 100 tonne coal hopper wagons.  
These wagons were designed by PD Rail based on their earlier successful design of coal 
wagon for National Power, (See Photo 3).  The wagons were fitted with PD Rail’s own design 
of bogie, the TF25 bogie which is styled by the manufacturer as ‘Track Friendly’.  
 
Note 2:   PD Rail went into administration in 2005 and was purchased by Axiom Rail, a 
subsidiary of DB Schenker.  Axiom continues to sell TF25 bogies to the UK market, including 
DB Schenker.  
 
The TF25 bogie, (See Photo 4) designed in the late 1990’s, has good claims to be deemed 
track friendly.  Firstly the design meets all the mandatory UK regulations and extensive testing 
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in the UK, France and Germany has shown, that even at 25 tonnes axleload, the bogie has a 
‘light footprint’ on the track.  This is achieved by means of a two stage, hydraulically damped, 
suspension which is supported by a rigid bogie ‘H’ frame which allows the wheelsets to take 
up a radial alignment when curving thus eliminating flange squeal. 
 
As the main suspension is located directly above the wheelset journal, known as the primary 
position, the unsprung mass of the bogie is two wheelsets alone approximately 2.0 tonnes 
compared to 3 ¾ tonnes for the Naco bogie.  It’s not surprising that the groundborne 
vibrations of the TF25 are significantly lower. Although not conclusive, this is borne out by the 
results of tests conducted on behalf of Falkirk Council which shows that the Freightliner 
wagons produce a third of the level of vibrations of the DB Schenker wagons with Naco 
bogies. 
 
Network Rail recognise the concept of track friendliness in the construction of their Freight 
Charging Rate a proportion of which reflects the amount of track damage a particular 
suspension inflicts.  The damage scale runs from 1 to 7 where 1 is most damaging and 7 
least.  On this scale the Naco SM bogie is 4 whereas the Axiom TF25 is category 6; therefore 
the track friendliness of the TF25 is officially recognised by the relevant authorities as well as 
the trackside constituents of Falkirk West. 
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Photo 1: DB Schenker 100 tonne Coal Wagon 
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Photo 2: Naco Swing Motion bogie 
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Photo 3: Freightliner 102 tonne Coal Wagon 
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Photo 4; Axiom Rail TF25 Freight bogie 
 


